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Executive Summary
A broad trough over western North America early in the month allowed the summer monsoon
moisture to surge northward across the U.S. Rockies into parts of central Canada. Meanwhile a series
of lows through Canada spread precipitation across central and eastern parts of the county. Several
cold fronts moved into the southern and eastern U.S. and stalled under the strong upper ridge that
setup by mid-month. Persistent and often heavy rain soaked much of the southern and eastern States
and the eastern half of Canada. Persistent tropical convection created periods of heavy rain over
southern and central Mexico. By the end of the month, a strong trough off the West Coast brought dry
and windy conditions to much of the western U.S. while fronts continued to traverse Canada and drop
into the eastern U.S. In early August Hurricane Earl brought heavy rain to the Yucatan and southern
Mexico and Tropical Storm Javier crossed the southern Baja Peninsula. Heavy rain from slow-moving
Hurricane Hermine caused flooding and coastal surge from northern Florida to the Northeast Coast in
late in August.
Much above normal precipitation fell over the eastern and southern U.S. and spread into parts of
central and eastern Canada. Highest amounts were from Texas to the Great Lakes region and into
southern Ontario and Quebec. Above normal precipitation also fell across the southwestern U.S. and
southern parts of Alberta and Saskatchewan. Southern Alaska also had above normal rainfall. The
Yucatan and southern Mexico received above normal rainfall, mainly from Hurricane Earl. Parts of the
Mexico West Coast received above normal rainfall. Much of the western U.S. and Canada had below
normal precipitation. The U.S. East Coast was also drier-than-normal prior to Hurricane Hermine.

Monthly fire outlook for North America for September (left), October (middle) and November (right). Red shading

indicates areas where conditions would favor increased fire activity. Green shading indicates areas where
conditions would favor decreased fire activity. Click on each image to see larger versions.
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Critical Factors
The critical factors influencing significant fire potential for this outlook period are:
El Niño-Southern Oscillation: ENSO conditions
continue trending toward developing weak La Niña
conditions.
Drought: The latest drought monitor assessments
indicated severe to exceptional drought continuing
across much of California, western Nevada and
northwestern Mexico. Pockets of severe or worse
drought also exist along in western British
Columbia, eastern Oregon, western Montana,
northern Wyoming, western South Dakota, the
southern Appalachians, parts of New England, the
eastern Great Lakes, and in southern Mexico.
Fire Season Status: Fire season is rapidly
slowing across most of North America entering
September. Cooler weather and increased
frequency of precipitation across Canada and
much of the western U.S. mitigated the potential
for new starts and long duration fires. Typically, fall
leaf drop season marks an increase in fire
potential in the southeastern U.S., and an increase
in offshore winds along the California coast can
lead to increased fire activity in October and
November. Mexico’s fire season also slowed as
the country entered its seasonal rainy period. An
active monsoon and a couple of wet tropical
systems in August moderated risks across most of
the country.

Canada Discussion
September through November 2016: Some
dryness remains along the Pacific Coast, the
central Northwest Territories, and parts of the
eastern Great Lakes. However, fall brings
increased precipitation. Shorter daylight periods
and much cooler weather conditions will also
contribute to a rapid reduction in fire potential.
Fire season typically ends by early fall with
virtually no wildfire during the winter.
Deep layers of the forest floor in the Yukon
Territory and forested parts of the Northwestern
Territories remain dry. Without substantial
precipitation in the coming fall and winter, these
areas could have increased fire activity early in the
2017 fire season.

Top: Canadian Drought Monitor for 31 August 2016
(from Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada). Middle:
United States Drought Monitor for 6 September 2016
(from U.S. National Center for Environmental
Information). Bottom: Mexican Drought Monitor for
31 August 2016 (from CONAGUA-Servicio
Meteorologico Nacional).

United States Discussion
September 2016: Wildfire activity quickly decreases as cooler weather moderates conditions.
However, fuels across the northern Great Basin remain very dry. Late summer and early fall frontal
systems can bring widespread precipitation that can mitigate the threat of large fires. It is likely this will
occur during September across the Great Basin. The mountains and foothills of southern California
also remain at an elevated risk of significant fires. Abundant fine fuels remain and long-term stress
and mortality of timber fuels provide a continued risk for the region. September also marks an
increase in offshore wind events for southern California that can increase the risk of rapidly spreading
fires through the mountains and foothills.
Recent heavy rain from Hurricane Hermine in the southeastern U.S. mitigated some risk and shifted
the potential toward below normal fire activity for Florida. Additional precipitation from stalled fronts
and possibly from tropical systems is expected to maintain a low level of fire potential through
September for the state.
October and November 2016: As fall weather continues across the U.S., most areas in the West will
be out of fire season. Some fire activity is possible but typically these fires are of short duration and
small size. The exception is southern California which is entering its peak period for significant fires.
Strong offshore winds are possible as frontal systems into the Interior West can drive gradients that
increase the potential for strong Santa Ana type wind events. Still too early for the southern California
wet season, fuels remain extremely dry and are at a higher risk for ignition and rapidly spreading fires
in the right conditions.
In the Southeast, rainfall deficits on the southern end of the Appalachians left very dry fuel conditions.
Barring any significant rainfall from tropical systems, it is unlikely the region will recover before the
peak of the fall leaf season. This will increase the potential for significant fires from the central Gulf
States to the Mid-Atlantic. Dry fronts that reach the region can enhance fire potential with dry and
gusty conditions that can aid fire spread.

Mexico Discussion
September 2016: A wet end to August led to much of Mexico greening up, especially along the Sierra
Madre Occidental and the West Coast. Hurricane Newton in early September also brought significant
rainfall to northwestern Mexico and the southern half of the Baja Peninsula. However, the far northern
end of the Baja did not receive much rainfall and conditions remain favorable for continued fire activity
into September.
October 2016: Normal precipitation patterns are expected across most of Mexico. While significant
precipitation is still not likely to affect the far northwestern corner of the country, fire activity in October
is expected to be normal for the month.
November 2016: Dry and warm conditions in the northwestern corner of the country will increase fire
potential heading into November across the northern Baja Peninsula. Likewise, continuing dry
conditions along the northeastern coast will raise the potential for above normal wildfire activity over
most of Tamaulipas.

Additional Information
Additional and supplemental information for this outlook can be obtained at:
United States:
National Significant Wildland Fire Potential Outlook
http://www.predictiveservices.nifc.gov/outlooks/monthly_seasonal_outlook.pdf
Canada:
Canadian Wildland Fire Information System
http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/home
Mexico:
Servicio Meteorológico Nacional
http://smn.cna.gob.mx/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=156&Itemid=113

Outlook Objective
The North American Seasonal Fire Assessment and Outlook is a general discussion of conditions that
will affect the occurrence of wildland fires across Canada, the United States, and Mexico. Wildland fire
is a natural part of many ecosystems across North America. This document provides a broad
assessment of those factors that will contribute to an increase or decrease of seasonal fire activity.
The objective is to assist wildland fire managers prepare for the potential variations in a typical fire
season. It is not intended as a prediction of where and when wildland fires will occur nor is it intended
to suggest any area is safe from the hazards of wildfire.
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